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1. Product Introduction of Black Candle Holders Set Of 3 

China Customized Black Candle Holders Set Of 3 Manufacuturers and Suppliers. 

1）Product: Matte Black Single-Head Candleholder--- Distinctive Design, Understated 
but elegant. Slender and tall candlesticks with different heights. 

2）Application: Ornaments for birthday, candlelight dinner, dining room, living room, 
parlor, study and bar. Great choice for celebrating, day of commemoration, creating 
atmosphere, housewarming gift, nice metal candelabra. 

3）Quality Metal: Our skilled artisans use high quality metal to create each elegant taper 
candle holder. Concise matte surface, Low-key but gentlemanly. Use soft cloth to clean 
and dry. Do not use harsh chemicals or abrasives. 

4）Dimension: Each candlestick has a sturdy and heavy round base. The base is 3.15 
inches wide for all sizes. Three heights – 13.38 inch, 11.42 inch and 9.45 inch. 

5）Pack of 3-Piece Candle stand. Candleholder only, Candles not included.. 

 

Black Candle Holders Set Of 3 
China Customized Black Candle Holders Set Of 3 

Manufacuturers and Suppliers. Established in 2004, 

Shenzhen Jinzhen Crafts Factory is a professional 

manufacturer of various types of wooden crafts, 

such as kitchen, garden and dining-room related 

wooden crafts, Black Candle Holders Set Of 3. Our 

main products include rotary candle holder, lantern 

candle holder, Wedding Center Pieces, tea lights 

holder, Bookmarks, metal templates, metal LOGO 

signs, metal cards, Etc. 

During the past years, we have cooperated with 

many customers from different countries so we have 

a good reputation among them. 

Moreover, our continuous improvement on quality 

control procedures and enhancement of managerial 

structure brought us more opportunities and 

competitive advantages in the global markets. 

Excellent service, competitive price and prompt 

delivery "is our Jinzhen Factory"s slogan,We are 

now looking forward to yoss attention and 

establishing long-term friendly business relationshi 

and sharing the wonderful future with you. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Black Candle 

Holders Set Of 3 

name Black Candle Holders Set Of 3 

Material iron 

Size S: 3.15×9.45 inch, M : 3.15 × 11.42 inch, L: 3.15×13.28 inch . can custom size 

design Can OBM, or OEM , ODM custom 

Color Matte Black. 

MOQ 500pcs 

usage 
Ornaments for birthday, candlelight dinner, dining room, living room, parlor, 
study and bar. Great choice for celebrating, day of commemoration, creating 
atmosphere, housewarming gift, etc. 

Package Pack of 3-Piece Candle stand 

Sample 
time 

About 15- 20 Working day 

Delivery 
time 

About 30-50 Working day 
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3. Product Feature and Application of Black Candle 

Holders Set Of 3 

1.Our committed to developing and delivering high quality home decorations in a elegant 
and romantic fashion. 

2.A elegant silver piece at your house in simple decorative style. Slender and tall 
candlesticks with different heights. It gives you a subtle and elegant atmosphere, and so 
more texture of a family. 

3.Soft black Mat under the bottom & Stable Metal Base. 

4.With this centerpieces,it gives your home,business,coffee bar a relaxing 
atmosphere.Not only it helps to purify the mood ,its amber glow gives a special interior 
ambient experience. 

5.only Need to assemble the top and the bottom part 
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6.Please beware of fire & candle safety rules. And we recommend electronic flameless 
candles instead of burning candles 

4. Product Details of Black Candle Holders Set Of 3 

Pack of 3-Piece Candle stand: 
1.3pcs Candlestick chassis 

2. 3pcs Candle holder head 

3. 3pcs Different length poles 

5. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Black Candle Holders 

Set Of 3 

1.Standard export carton package, OPP bag, colorful box, pallet and so on based on 
your requirements. 

2. By Sea, air transport, rail transport, Courier TNT, UPS, DHL, FEDEX etc. 

3.The delivery methods are generally FOB, EXW, DDP, FCA, CFR or C&F, CIF, DDU, 
etc., our shipping port is Shenzhen. 

 

6. FAQ 

1.Q:Are you a factory or trading company? 
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A:We are a factory with excellent price-performance ratio of items.The larger your order 
quantity is, lower the unit price will be. 

2.Q:What information should I provide for making my own prduct ? 
A:Tell us the styles or forms,material,dimension,surface process,printing requirement,and 
quantity of your items. 

3.Q:Can you help with the design? 
A:Yes,we have professional designers offering free designing service. If you can provide 
artwork or pictures,please send them to us in the following formats:cdr,jpg,ai,psd,pdf. 

4.Q:Do you have MOQ? 
A:Depands on different ideas, Can be negotiated. The larger the quantity is, the 
competitive the unit price will be.Depands on different ideas, Can be negotiated. 

5.Q:When can I get the quotation? 
We usually quote within 24 hours after we get your inquiry. If you are very urgent to get 
the price, please call us or tell us in your email so that we will regard your inquiry priority. 

6.Q:Shall I need to prove the brand/logo ownership and offer the certificate of 
authorization? 
A:Yes, and we make your items after receiving the certificate of ownership and 
authorization. 

7.Q:Can I get a sample,is that for free? 
A:Samples in stock can be sent to you directly after you pay the freight. Only printing fee 
and mould charge you need to pay for in making samples. 

8.Q:How long can I get the sample? 
A:After we receive the relevant expenses,samples will be ready and sent to you via 
express in 7-10 workdays. 

9.Q:What about the lead time for bulk production? 
A:It depends on the order quantity and the production season. 
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